WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY!
James Brabyn “Jesse, Brad and Mitch I am
emailing you to thank you for installing my
Solar Panels on my house in Stanford-le-Hope.
Have just received my MCS certification and
as you know the system is active so I can
monitor how much money I am saving from
my computer. Really impressed with the
monitoring software and the complete service
that you have given me. The solar panels are
on two sides of the house and look great (just
went up the scaffolding to have a closer look). If you want to use my installation as an example
to others feel free to refer them to me and I will be happy to show them the system and the
environmental benefits they can achieve by reducing their electricity demand as they are
actually producing it locally. The system is already clocking up savings in showing energy
generated and savings made on my PC and the sun hasn’t even made an appearance yet!”
Paul Harris “I found Newhaven solar to be very professional. Their engineers were very
knowledgeable and it certainly put my mind at ease knowing that a qualified roofer was taking
care of the new slate roof and a qualified electrician was getting to grips with the inside of my
house with little disruption, I would recommend this company to anyone looking to go green.”
Mike Wilson “The whole solar experience from sales to completion was far easier than
expected, Newhaven solar were true to their word from day one. The installation went very
smoothly and Jesse and Brad were a pleasure to deal with. I’m now the proud owner of a
3.6kw system that is making me money as I write this, the monitoring system is fantastic and
allows me to actually see what I invested in.”
Richard Whitehead “I only had one quotation for my solar installation, having Newhaven
solar survey my property and witness the professionalism and knowledge of the owners Jesse
and Brad it was clear I would be in safe hands. The fact that having a well experienced roofer
do his bit on the roof and an experienced and fully qualified part P electrician taking care of the
electrics really gave me the confidence to look no further. The monitoring system is great, not
only does it tell me how much money I’ve made, it evens tells me how many kettles I could
have boiled with the electricity I have generated.”
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